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STABILIZE

Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer
Product Description:
EGS STABILIZE is formulated with a unique blend of premium synthetic oils, polymers, and extreme pressure
agents to repair engine oil-related problems. It helps maintain the quality of your oil between changes by increasing
oil pressure, eliminating dry starts and wear, lowering oil temperature. EGS STABILIZE is recommended for
engines or gearboxes with a significant amount of wear. Can also provide protection for motorhomes, construction
equipment or boats as it prevents rust and corrosion caused by the long periods of non-use.
Performance Features:
- Reduces operating temperatures to extend oil life
- Cools and lubricates moving engine parts
- Excellent oxidation inhibition properties
- Eliminates smoking, knocking and oil consumption in worn engines
- Mixes with both synthetic and non-synthetic oils
Typical Applications:
EGS STABILIZE is excellent to use in all new, used and rebuilt engines and for all cars, vans, light trucks, SUVs
and fleet trucks. The recommended treat rate is as follows: in new or rebuilt gasoline engines, use approximately
10% or one quart to each gallon of motor oil. In diesel engines, use approximately 10% or one quart of EGS
STABILIZE to each gallon of motor oil. In badly worn gasoline engines, use up to 20% of EGS STABILIZE.
Available Sizes:
SIZE

CASE QTY.

Quart-size Bottles

12

Gallon-size Bottles

4

55-Gallon Drum

-

Health and Safety:
Based on available information, this product is not expected to produce adverse effects on health when used for
the intended application and following the recommendations provided in the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).
This product is not to be used for purposes other than those specifically intended. When disposing the product,
please take precautions to protect the environment.

All products may not be available locally. For more information visit www.egs-ic.com.
Due to continual product research and development the information contained herein may be subject to change without notification.
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